Sara's Adventure
On a bright sunny morning a little girl, whos name is Sara, was told to go and play outside by her
mother, so her mother can do what they are best at doing, without little girls under their feet.
Being a good little girl, Sara goes outside and starts skipping around the small garden, then she
decided she will explore, but why not skip and explore at the same time, that would be great fun, so
she did.
Sara came across a big lake, she stopped beside the lake and looked into it, swimming below the
surface of the lake she saw a strange creature.
“Hello.”greets Sara,”what manner of creature would you be.”
“I'm a Mermaid” says the Mermaid,” what manner of creature would you be.”
“I'm Sara”, replies Sara, “ what do Mermaids do.”
“Mermaids swim in water, eat fish, and when we are extremely bored entice men folk to the waters
edge with our singing” replies the Mermaids. “ What do Saras' do.”
“Saras' play and have fun,” replies Sara. “Can I become a Mermaid, as it sounds like lots of fun.”
“Well,” replies the Mermaid, “if you can change form you can”
“How do I do that.” asks Sara.
“think of yourself with a fishes tail then jump into the water and you will change form,” says the
Mermaid.
Sara closes her eyes and thinks herself having a fishes tail then jumps into the lake.
Upon opening her eyes Sara discovers she didn't have a fishes tail and she's soaking wet below her
knees.
“looks like I cannot be a Mermaid” says Sara, down heartily. “Oh well I can continue to explore,
you can come if you want”
“ I think I will,” says the Mermaid.
The Mermaid changes form into a beautiful woman with a crown of long golden locks down to her
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waist and wearing a silver dress.
Taking Sara's hand they continue along the lake shore till they come across a strange white creature
with a horn on it's forehead a horses mane, a beard on the end of it's chin, with a tail that's tufted at
the end drinking from the lake.
“Hello,” greets Sara.” What manner of creature are you.”
“I'm a Unicorn,” replies the unicorn, “ What manner of creature are you.”
“I'm Sara,” replies Sara, and this is the Mermaid. What do unicorns do.”
“Hello Mermaid” greets the Unicorn. “We unicorns only appear before maidens pure of heart.”
“Hello Unicorn.” replies the Mermaid.
“Oh.” says Sara, “that would mean you don't have many friends then. Do you want to be my
friend?”
“That would be nice,” says the Unicorn, “ gets extremely lonely from time to time.”
“Why don't you come and explore with the Mermaid and I,” says Sara.
“ I think I will,” replies the Unicorn.
The Unicorn, the Mermaid and Sara continue walking along the lake shore each pointing out sights
to one another until they come across a small creature hovering in the air.
“ Hello,” greets Sara, “what manner of creature are you.”
“I'm a fairy,” replies the Fairy, “ what manner of creature are you.”
“I'm Sara,” replies Sara, “ these are my friends the Unicorn and the Mermiad. What do fairies do.”
“ hello Unicorn, hello Mermaid,” replies the Fairy. “ we fairies help folk in need like the tailor and
the cobbler.”
“Oh,” say Sara, “ that doesn't sound like fun, working all the time, why don't you come and explore
with the unicorn, the mermaid and I.”
“ Since I'm between jobs at the moment I think I will,” says the Fairy.
So the Fairy, the Unicorn, the Mermiad and Sara continue exploring around the lake shore, pointing
out sights to each other, then they come upon a huge creature of scales and bat like wings lying in
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the sun on a black rock.
“Hello,” greets Sara, “what manner of creature are you.”
“I'm a Dragon,” replies the dragon, “ what manner of creature are you.”
“I'm Sara,” replies Sara, “ These are my friends, the Fairy, the Unicorn and the Mermiad. What do
dragons do”
“We dragons fly high in the sky, breath fire and eat Sara's unicorns, fairies and Mermaids for
lunch.”
Then dragon rushes towards them, mouth open with huge fangs and slobber lips.
“eek.” exclaims Sara, then blinks.
The dragon disappears and max her pet dog licks her face.
Sara blinks again and the fairy turns into a monarch butterfly flittering around her head.
Again Sara blinks and the unicorn changes into her pet cat spooks, drinking from her paddling
pool, looking down to the hand, that the Mermaid was holding she sees that the Mermaid has turn
into molly her doll.
“Sara, come inside lunch is almost ready,” calls her mother
Sara skips into the kitchen.
“Did you have a good time in the garden dear,” asks her mum.
“I went exploring and met a Mermaid, a unicorn, a fairy, and a dragon.” Sara replies.
“Thats nice dear,” says her mum, “since you went exploring you will need to wash up while I
cut your lunch up”.
“Ok,”says Sara, and skips into the bathroom
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